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 coby kyros mid 7022 firmware 2018-08-11 05:55 The North Korean leader Kim Jong Un appears to be loosening his grip on
power and moving toward a more consensual approach to the nuclear crisis. In order to promote the negotiation process, Kim is

turning the screws on his recently executed uncle and powerful confidant Jang Song Thaek. To those who read only the
headlines, this may not seem like a particularly big deal. The large, elaborate funeral, the secretive nature of the proceedings, the

fact that Kim had Jang executed, and the sudden wave of purges that followed—all of these facts should put the rumors of
Jang's survival on hold. Yet, despite the very public nature of the spectacle, the rumor of his survival has persisted in South
Korean media and, if you believe experts in North Korea, in the highest reaches of the DPRK government. However, the

circumstances under which Jang's execution took place were so unusual that, in light of the new evidence that he may have
survived, these rumors are all the more tantalizing and compelling. At the heart of the rumors is the fact that Jang's execution

was a surprising development for a number of reasons. For one, he was the ultimate power-broker in the North Korean political
system, in control of perhaps a third of all economic transactions between North and South Korea. He was also an enabler and

advisor to Kim Jong Un's family, serving as the person who worked to unify the regime after Kim's father's death and as a
trusted confidant to Kim and his aunt, Kim Kyung Hui. But his most important position was that he was one of Kim Jong Un's

closest advisors, to the point that, despite Kim's age, he was listed as the second most trusted adviser, after Kim's uncle, the
power broker and adviser to Kim Jong Un's father, Kim Jong Il. In fact, Jang's execution was the most powerful warning that

Kim Jong Un could issue about a crackdown on corruption, nepotism, and cronyism, a warning that would carry far more weight
than any of the other—and far more regular—executions of the current leadership. In fact, because of the nature of the ritual of
purification, we are only now learning about Kim Jong Un's actions regarding Jang. While rumors of the execution first started

circulating shortly after Kim Jong Un's rise to power, the fact that 82157476af
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